Introduction: There are a variety of icons within the Clinical Workstation (CWS) application. These are highlighted in the picture with explanations below.

**Top Left**
- Spell checker that can be used when completing forms within CWS
- Prints information displayed in the Results Pane.
- Takes you to the home page for CWS.
- This help button is disabled.
- Logs out of CWS and closes the window.

**Top Right**
- Links directly to the NZ Formulary.
- interRAI is an international collaborative to improve the quality of life of vulnerable persons through a seamless comprehensive assessment system.
- Support information when viewing lab results.
Patient Search.

**Within the Results Pane when viewing documents or results**

- Back to patient demographics
- Up one level
- Next result
- Previous result
- Forward one result
- Forward one page, i.e. 3 results
- Back one result
- Back one page, i.e. 3 results